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“Alexa. Lock the Doors!”
55+ Smart Homes Are Here.
Everything’s Included: Even Alexa
By Valerie Sheets
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Lennar builds homes for all
generations but in the past few
years tailored their product for
the active 55+ adult market.
These new homes include wider
doorways and hallways, extra lighting
and windows, lower appliance design,
raised electrical outlets, flat walk-in
entries to showers with handheld
appliances and more—all come
built-in, without paying extra.

Active adults enjoy all of these
features and more now with
The Connected Home by Lennar
using integrated home automation
technology to help keep you connected.

Lennar’s series of home automation
products make using technology more
efficient and easy. You can even stay
more connected with loved ones using
video calling on your Amazon Show.
An Amazon employee will set it all up,
show you how to use it and offer
in-home or phone support for the
first 90 days.
Every Lennar Sacramento Heritage
community offers single-story new
homes for sale in communities
designed specifically around the
wants and needs of active adults.

Recreation-rich amenities,
Thoughtful Designsm details and
Everything’s Included® features
all provided to make life easy, add
value and attract the active adult
homebuyers.

Visit any Heritage community
across the Sacramento market to
tour the models and experience
these features firsthand. With
communities in Roseville,
Sacramento and El Dorado Hills,
start your search by visiting
www.lennar.com/sacramento or
emailing LennarSacramento@
Lennar.com.

Every Lennar Connected Home
includes Amazon’s digital assistant
“Alexa” as standard equipment. Using
nothing but the sound of your voice,
you can talk with Alexa to:

• Play music

• Close your shades

• Find a movie to watch via
Amazon Prime
• Shop online

• Schedule automatic orders of
household items
• Lock your doors

• Change the thermostat

• Check the weather and much more
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